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FOREWORD 

This technical report was prepared by Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation, Electronic Tube Division, Elmire, 'lew York, on Task 
Vo. 70827, "Light Amplification", of Project 7072, "Research on 
the Quantum Natur« of Light"•  The research reported here was 
initiated and administered by thp Aeronautical Research Labora- 
tory at Wright Air Development Center with Mr. Radames K. H. 
Gebel as Task Scientist. 

This program was suggested by the Task Scientist on the 
basis of the following conclusions derived from research which 
he conducted within the Aeronautical Research Laboratory: (l) 
military needs can be met only by a close! circuit television 
type of light amplifier, in which preamilifier stages are used 
to provide an energy level sufficient to override fluctuations 
in the scanning beam of the transducer, and (2) it is theoreti- 
cally possible for such a system tu attain a useful sensitivity 
far greater than that of the unaided human eye, limited only by 
the ineluctable restrictions imposed by the statistical fluctua- 
tions in the rate of emission of Dhotoelectrons and in the dark 
current of the first Dhotocathode. 

This reoort was not published at an earlier late because of 
its previous classification. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this contract has been twofold. During Phase A, 
the object was to find through research new solutions which lead 
to new and improved types of pickup transducers which are potentially 
suitable for future development in the military field, especially 
under low light level conditions. Definite improvement has been 
accomplished in the threshold by extra dynode multiplication and by 
image preamplification.  Phase B called for investigating the 
feasibility of producing an imaging pickup tube which would be capable 
of operating under the Tibration encountered in an aircraft in flight. 
The feasibility of constructing image orthicons with considerably 
reduced rricrophonics, and suitable for use in aircraft, was established. 

ill 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Phase A - The work done under Phase A has indicated new solutions which may 
lead to new and improved types of pickup.transducers potentially suitable 
for future development, especially under low light level conditions. The 
solutions conceived and the theoretical foundation laid during Phase A are 
being further investigated in onr work under current contract AF33 (616) 3254 
entitled, "Research on Optical Amplification". Details of theoretical results 
and experimental tests are given in the body of this report. 

Briefly, they show that the quantum nature of light and of photoelectric 
emission will limit the ultimate sensitivity of a theoretically ideal imaging 
pickup tube in a manner which inter-relatos scene brightness, scene contrast, 
speed of imaging, and obtainable resolution. For an ideal tube, making 
certain assumptions detailed below, this limits "seeing" a 500 TV line 100% 
contrast picture in the l/30 second of a television frame to a scene bright- 
ness of about 4-°2 x 10~° ft. lambtrts. Lower light levels are usable to 
produce an image in a longer time, an image with less resolution, or both. 
For example, with 1 second information storage time, a 20 TV line image 
should be "seen" at a scene brightness of about 1„2 x 10-^ ft. lamberts with 
a 20% scene contrast. 

During work on this contract, the most sensitive camera tube in general 
use, the image orthicon, has been made to produce a 500 line image at a scene 
brightness, based on the above assumptions, of about 2.U  x 10"^ ft. lamberts, 
Hsing much longer information storage times and obtaining only sufficient 
resolution to resolve a gross ima^e, the tube has been made to give a picture 
at a scene brightness of about 1 X 10-fe ft. lamberts, This data indicates 
that the best present image orthicons are still three or more orders of 
magnitude poorer than theoretically ideal imaging pickup tubes» 

This experimental limit is shown to be set primarily by electrical 
fluctuations in the pickup tube and circuit which generate spurious signals 
that mask the information from lower light level scenes. Various approaches 
to better optical amplification considered during this research include 
special imaging optical preamplifier structures to increasing the light 
available to the pickup tube, various methods for increasing the optical 
amplification of the image orthicon type pickup tube, means for decreasing 
spurious signal generation in the tube, and consideration of other types of 
imaging pickup tubes, which may, when developed further, permit "seeing" 
with less light. 



II.  PHASE A - SENSITIVITY 

Phase A was divided into three parts: 

A. Theoretical study and evaluation of various approaches to the 
problems. 

B. Experimentation to determine feasibility of items shown promising. 
C. Experimental verification of the best combination of components 

and construction of models. 

A.  Theoretical Calculations 

1. Basic Limitations Due to the Quantum Nature of Incident Light 
and the Photoelectric Emission Process 

The illumination pattern on the photocathodo of an imaging 
pickup tube consists of a flux of light photons or quanta. For 
presently known photocathodes, such as the Silver-Bismuth-Cesium 
Oxygen surface used in the image orthicon, one photoelectron is 
emitted for about every ten photons arriving at the cathode. On 
the average, the more photons arrive and more photoelectrons are 
emitted from a part of the photocathode which corresponds to a 
bright part of the scene being televised than from a dim part. 
However, both the arrival of photons and the emission of photo- 
electrons are random processes; and while the average number of 
photons arriving or electrons leaving a given part of the photo- 
cathode will for a stationary scene be a constant, if the average 
is taken over a sufficiently long time, the number arriving or 
leaving for any short time interval may be considerably different 
from the average.  In particular, for a very dim scene, in which 
few light quanta arrive at the photocathode in a given time interval, 
say the l/30 second of a commercial television scanning period, the 
number of photoelectrons leaving a bright part of the photocathode 
in a ;;iven frame time may actually be less than the number leaving a 
part of the cathode whic.i corresponded to a dimmer part of the scene 
being viewed. Statistics tell us that for a random process, the 
root mean square deviation from the average value found in a given 
time interval is proportional to the square root of the average 
value of that time interval. That is, if II electrons leave on the 
average, the R.Il.S. is-JTH The relative size of the average photon 
flux or electron current to the deviation is therefore N_ or >JNT~ 
This is a figure of merit, analogous to signal-to—   r^~ 
noise ratio, and shows that the average signal wilj. 
be stronger than the fluctuations by the factorjJN. 

For a picture element which receives 100 photons in a given 
information storage time, the signal-to-fluctuation ratio is^JlCO 
or 10. However, since there is^ on the average, only one photo- 
electron emitted for every 10 photons, the number of electrons 
emitted in this time is only 10 and the signal-to-fluctuation ratio 
here is only -^10~ or 3.2.  Thus, the effect of fluctuations in the 
photoelectron current is more serious and can be expected to the 
lower limit of the scene illumination from which a giver, quality 
image can be developed in a given time by even an ideal optical 
amplification device. 



TABLE I 

Resolution Which Can be Perceived in Image as Function of Contrast and 

dumber of Information Quanta in Signal 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7     1 

Per Cent 20 Line 20 Line A 100 Line 200 Line ^00 Line 500 Line 
Contrast Resol. Resol. Resol. Resol. Resol. Resol. 

Flashes/.Bec. Flashes/'" .2 Flashes/0.2 Flashes/0.2 Plashes/0.2 Flashes7 

3ec. See. Sec. 3ec. 0.2 Jec. 

100 900 la0 4.5 x lo3 l.»0 x 10* 7.2 x 10* 1.1 x 105 

70 2000 400 10* U 10i 1.6 x 105 2.5 x 105 

50 5000 1000 2.5 x 10* 105 L  x 105 6.3 x 105 

20 50000 10000 2.5 x 105 106 4 x 106 6.3 x 103 

10 270000 54000 1.35 x 106 5.40 x IQ* 2.16 x 107 3.4 x lo7 

^ote: This resolution is piven in TV lines; i.e. total of blacks an i white«, Ihe 
oripinal article measured reiolution in line oairs. 



Workers in the field have postulated that this threshold 
for "seeing" would be reached when trie ratio of signal-to- 
fluctuation equalled one. fortunately, a definitive investi- 
gation has been made of the limits on image formation set by 
this fluctuation or scintillation effect by Dr. John W. Coltman 
of the Westinghouse Research Laboratories* in connection with 
light amplification research for x-ray fluoroscor 'c purposes. 
The results of Dr. Coltman's work are given in 7  le #1 which 
shows that the number of information quanta (photoelectrons) 
required to build up an image in a given time in an ideal light 
amplifier increases with the number of resolution element? re- 
quired for the image, and is far greater for low contrast 
images than for high. Unfortunately, most dimly lighted scenes 
of military interest are low in contrast. Column 1 gives the 
contrast in the image being viewedo , Column 2 gives the in- 
formation quanta per second in Coltman's experiments. Coltman 
states that the information storage time of the eye is about 
0.2 seconds, therefore columns 3 through 7 give the quanta in 
that information storage time necessarv to build an image of 
the indicated quality. This same nu .o^r  of quanta must be 
present in the information storage time of an optical amplifier 
system to build a picture of that quality. 

To apply this information to our work, we have prepared 
Table 2, which relates to highlight scene brightness (column l),**and 
to photocathode illumination on the light amplifier (column 2). 
For this relation we assume the use of an f/0,85 lens with 75$ 
optical tranmission such as the Zeiss-Jena R-Biotar or the 
Farrand Optical Co. Super Farron, and use the relation: 

Photocathode Illumination ■ Transmission)CScene Brightness 

For this lens: 

Photocathode Illumination = 1/4 scene brightness 

In column 3 giving the resultant photocurrent, we assume uniform 
illumination on a 0.96*'x 1.28" area on a 60 microampere/lumen 
photocathode typical cf the best in current widespread use. 
Columns 4, 5, and 6 show respectively the number of electrons 
leaving the photocathode in 1 second,in the l/5 second storage 
time of the eye,and in 1/30 of a second. It is the local fluc- 
uations in this photoelectron current which will set a lower 
limit to the scene illumination necessary for satisfactory image 
formation on a theoretically ideal light amplifier tube. 

* Journal of the Optical Society of America. March, 1954, pages 234-237 

** Scene illumination times reflectance of highlight objects. 



TABLE II 

Electrons Leaving Photocathode as Function of Light Level 

Scene Bright- 
ness  Foot 
Can ties 

,-10 Iff 

10-9 

10"8 

10-7 

10-6 

10-5 

10*4 

lff-3 

10-2 

lo-i 

1 

Illumination on 
Phot.ocathodes 
in  Foot Candles» 

2.5 x 10" u 

2.5 x 10-10 

2.5 x 10-9 

2.5 x 10" 

2.5 x 10 

2.5 x  10 

2.5 x 10' 

-7 

-6 

-5 

2.5 x  10" 

,-i 2.5 x 10 

.5 x 10-* 

'.5 x  10' 

Amps Photo-*» 
Current 1.6" 
Diagonal Rec- 
Tangular Area 

1.28 x  10 ,-17 

1.28 x  10' •16 

1.28 x  10 r15 

1.23 x 10-U 

1.28 x 10-13 

1.28 x lO-12 

1.28 x 10-H 

1.28 x 10-10 

1.28  x Iff"9 

.23 x 10 ,-3 

1.23 x 10 -7 

Electrons/sec. 
Photocathode 
(1 sec.storage 

8 x 101 

8 x 102 

8 x 103 

8 x 10^ 

3 x 105 

3 x 106 

3 x 1C7 

3 x 108 

3 x 109 

8 x 1C10 

x 1011 

Eleetrons/0.2 
Sec.   From 
Photocathode 
(0.2   Sec. 
Storage ofEye) 

1.6 x lo1 

1.6 x 10- 

1.6 x 103 

1.6 x 104 

1.6 x 105 

1.6 x 106 

1.6 x 107 

1.6 x 108 

1.6 x 109 

1.6 x 1010 

1.6 x  1011 

Electrons/ V30 
Sec.   from 
Photocathode 
(1/30 Sec. 
Storage) 

2.7 x 10° 

2.7 x 101 

2.7 x 102 

2.7    x 103 

2.7 x 10^ 

2.7 x 10- 

2.7  x  10 ,6 

2.7 x  107 

2.7 x  108 

2.7 x 10- 

x  10 10 

*     Assumed - an  fO.35  lent  having 0.75  light  transmission. 

**     Assumnd - 0.96 x 1.23"   illuminated  area on 60 microamDere oer  lumen  photocatho i< 

'Tote:  Randow   lu&nta fluctuations ar^,   by the nature  of John 
included  in  the data of this  table. 

ColtT.s-.n's  "xr)°rii:.ent3, 



Table 3 combines Tables 1 and 2 to predict, within the 
assumptions of an f/0.85 lens of 75% transmission illuminating 
a 0.96" x 1.28" area on a 60 microampere/lumen photocathode, 
the scene brightness required for an ideal optical amplifier 
to produce a usable image as a function of the contrast and 
resolution of the scene being viewed. 

Three storage times are used, 1 second for tubes or systems 
which store the information (the image orthicon does this for 
low light levels), 1/5 second for non-storage light amplifiers 
viewed at low light levels by a human observer whose eyes will 
integrate for about this time, and 1/30 second, a standard TV 
frame time, for systems where the information is recorded or used 
in a computor frame by frame, or for viewing at high light levels. 

Most of our work has been done with visual observation a$ 
light levels for whicn the visual, storage time was probably inter- 
mediate between l/30 and l/5 second. At low light levels, the 
target of the present image orthicon tube stores energy over 
several frame times and partly evens out the effect of fluctuations 
in information quanta. Comparison of experimental results with 
Table 3 must therefore be made with qualifications. 

Table 3 predicts that to obtain a 500 TV line image of a 
scene with 100% contrast in 1/30 second will require a scene bright- 
ness of about ^,2 x 10~" f-c. For 70% contrast, perhaps more 
typical of the laboratory test patterns, the brightness doubles 
to 9.6 x 10"6 f-c. For 20% contrast, closer to values found for 
military objectives, the scene brightness for 500 line imaging 
in 1/30 second is about 2.4 x 10~4 f„c. 

Lower light levels are usable to produce an image in a longer 
timä, an image With less resolution, or both. For threshold 
imaging, that; is, minimum scene brightness for reproduction of a 
gross image, we assume 20 lines resolution 20% contrast and a 1 
second storage time. This gives a threshold scene brightness of 
about 1.2 x 10"8 f-c. 

Within the assumptions made, the foregoing calculations are 
valid for any light amplifier and set limits for an ideal tube 
beyond which we cannot go. However, the assumptions may be modi- 
fied, and recent information indicates that improved photocathodes 
have now been produced in the laboratory which have 3.5 times the 
efficiencies assumed here. Research toward photocathode improve- 
ment, larger lenses and photocathodes with electron optical 
minification, faster lenses, and longer information storage times» 
perhaps with several light amplifiers used in rotation to permit 
following the motion in the scene bring viewed, offer hope of 
lowering the theoretical light requirements for imaging a given 
scene with a given quality.  Part of the research under this 
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contract has been on approaches which would lower this theoretical 
limitation. 

In practice, as discussed below, the best imaging optical 
amplifiers are still two or more orders of magnitude worse 
than the calculated ideal tube and it is largely with attempts 
to close this gap that the research under this contract is con- 
cerned. 

2.  Limitations in the Standard Image Orthicon Due to Fluctuations 
In the Scanning Beam. (Figure 1) 

The image orthicon, the most sensitive camera tube in general 
use, has been the starting point for work on this contract. In 
the image orthicon*, a photoelectric current density pattern 
corresponding to the image on the photocathod'"1 is directed at 
and focussed on a thin glass membrane or target with such energy 
that the secondary emission ratio of the target is greater than 
one. Therefore, in areas correspond og to illuminated areas in 
the image, the target accumulates a positive charge pattern. 
This charge pattern is "read" and neutralized by a low velocity 
electron beam which scans the other side of the target in the 
desired television or other scanning pattern. The scanning beam 
is composed of electrons, emitted In a random manner from the 
space charge at the cathode, which represent a constant current 
flow when averaged over a sufficiently long time.  In any abort 
time interval, however, the number of beam electrons passing 
a given point may vary widely. 

In the image orthicon, this beam fluctuation current is 
almost completely added -to the signal current representing the 
desired image, and forms a spurious signal which may completely 
mask the signal from a low light level scene. Because with tne 
image orthicon it is thought to be a serious obstacle to approaching 
the theoretical light amplifier performance given above,much effort 
has been devoted to minimizing the effect of scanning beam 
fluctuations. Any means which will increase the amplitude of 
the signal current to be read off the target for a given scene 
brightness will increase the signal-to-fluctuations ratio, These 
means include more efficient photocathodes, larger photocathodes 
with appropriate lenses, light amplification, electron multi- 
plication between the photocathode and the target, means for 
increasing the secondary emission ratio of the target, targets 
with different operating principles to obtain high current ampli- 
fication in the target, and use of a long storage tine between .. 
scans to accumulate a lot of signal for a given amount of beam 
fluctuation current. All of thee< approaches have been considered 
under this contract. 

For a complete description of image orthicon operation, see The Image Orthicon. 
A Sensitive Television Pickup Tube. A. Rose and P.K. Weimer and H.B. Law, 
Proc. I.R.E, (July 19^6) 



The effect of scanning beam fluctuations on low light 
level "seeing" may be calculated as follows: 

For an emission limited diode, the RMS fluctuation current 
in amperes is 

IF = 5.66 x 1CT
10 -Jltfi 

Where IQ = average anode current in amperess 

B = bandwidth in cycles per second of the following 
amplifier system. 

For a space charge limited diode,, the RMS fluctuation 
current is reduced by a smoothing action in the space charge. 
The electron gun in an image orthicon is not a Jiode.  It is 
operated space charge limited, and although the above fluctuation 
formula has been used to give the flue ations in an electron 
beam, the actual fluctuation curren1 .lay be up to three times 
smaller. 

The fluctuation energy is distributed uniformly throughout 
an extremely wide spectrum. The amount appearing in the output 
signal is therefore proportional to the bandwidth of the video 
amplifier and indicator system used to present the picture. 
As indicated above, the fluctuations in the picture information 
limit the resolution obtainable for very low light levels. To 
minimize the effects of scanning beam fluctuations, the bandwidth 
of the information handling system should be reduced to make 
the most of low light level signals. To do this properly, both 
vertical and horizontal resolution should be reduced together. 
This is, however, impractical in most TV camera equipment and 
was not attempted here. 

On the contrary, most tests of experimental tubes were made 
with video amplifier pass bands from 8 to 20 megacycles using 
a standard 525 line TV raster. 

To determine how seriously bea.a noise contributes to minimum 
light level limitation, we take some typical figures; 

An image orthicon type tube has been made to reproduce a 
500 line 80 %  contrast picture at a scene brightness of about 
6 x 10~* foot lamberts, corresponding to 1.5 x 10"'^ foot candles 
on the photocathode and therefore to 7.5 x 10"^ amperes of 
photocathode current in the white parts of the pattern. A typical 
image orthicon target has a secondary emission gain of 3 to 5. 
Electrons landing from the scanning beam must therefore neutralize 
a current of (using the lower figure,) 3 x 7.5 x 10~10 = 2.25 x 10"^ 
amperes.  It is estimated that about 10$ of the beam electrons 
actually land on the tarjet, therefore, the average beam current 
must be 10-times this large or 2.25 x 10~° araperes. For a beam 
current of 2.25 x 10  amperes and an 3 megacycle bandwidth, the 
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RMS fluctuation current,,   from the temperature limited diode 
formula,  is 

1F = 5.66 x 10"'10 /2^25 x 10~8 x 3 x 106 

= 23 x 10"11 amps 

= 2.3x 1CT10 amps 

The signal-to-fXuetuations ratio is  therefore 

2.25 x 10~10 

2.3 x icr10 
10:1 

The assumed beam fluctuations are nofc limiting sensitivity. 

For a threshold picture, on a gross image, an image orthicon 
type tube was made to operate with about 1 x 1CT foot lamberts 
scene brightness, corresponding to 2.5 x 10"'' f-c on the photo- 
cathode. A number of tubes were made to produce threshold images 
between this value and 8 x 10  foot lamberts, corresponding to 
2 x 10~" foot candles photocathode illumination.  Using the 
above assumptions, this corresponds to a photocathode current 
of 5 x 10"'-'--' amps, a signal current at the target of 1„5 x lO'"-^ 
amps, and a beam current of at least 1.5 x 10-^1 amps. 

The fluctuation current will be 

IT? = 5.66 x 10"10 j 1.5 xlO"11 x 3 x 106 

6.2 x 10"1? amps 

The ratio of target signal current to fluctuation current is 
therefore approximately 1.5 x 10r** 

6.2 x 10 "13 

Thus, the beam fluctuation current may be a dominant limiting 
factor on optical amplification of lower light level scenes with 
an image orthicon. However, assumptions were made in this analysis 
which may make this calculated result too pessimistic. Target 
gains of much more than 3 have been measured for low light level 
imaging. Beam fluctuations may be as little as 1/3 the cal- 
culated value.  Beam modulation percentage (percentage reading 
the target) may be higher than 10%. 
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Attempts to improve threshold by limiting the bandpass of 
the video amplifier have so far been unsuccessful. Further, 
fluctuations observed in threshold scenes appear to be pre- 
dominantly in the lower frequencies, in the order of a few 
hundred kilocycles or a megacycle. This may indicate that 
other spurious signal sources are also acting to limit lower 
light level "seeing"• 

3o  Camera Tube Signal Amplification Requirements 

It La known Lhat tfte equivalent fluctuation '-urront 
generated in a "low noise" video amplifier inpu stage ia 
about 2 x 10~9 amperes at the input. 

To prevent degradation of Uu si ,nal, the signal-to- 
fluctuations current here should be at least 5si . 

Table 4. gives the amplification required in the pickup 
tube to provide an output signal of 1 x 10~8 amperes as a function 
of Si ne brightness. 

Scene 
Brightness 
Ft. Lamberts 

KT1 0 

10 

10 -8 

10 

IQ'6 

10~* 

10"3 

10-1 

1 

Photocathode* 
Current 
Amperes 

1.28 x 10 

1.28 x 10" 

1.28 x 10' 

1.28 x 10 

,-17 

■16 

-15 

•U 

1.23 x 10~U 

1.23 x IG-12 

1.23 x 10"11 

1.23 x lO-10 

1.23 x IQ"9 

1.23 x 10"8 

1.23 x IQ-7 

Overall Gain Required in Tube For 
Signal-to- Fluctuations Ratio of*4 

1:1 5:1 

1.6 x 108 

1.6 x 107 

1.6 x 106 

1.6 x 105 

1.6 x 10^ 

1.6 x 10-3 

1.6 x 102 

1.6 x 101 

1.6 

1.6 x 10"1 

1.6 x IG"'2 

8 8 x 10' 

8 x 10; 

8 x 10° 

8 x 10' 

8 x 10* 

8 x 10? 

8 x 102 

3 x 101 

3 

8 x 10'"1 

3 x lO-2 

* For a 0.9c" x 1.23" area on a 60 microampere/lumen photocathode. 

** Assuming that no noise is generated in the image orthicon. 
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An image orthieon type tube has a target gain of 3 to 5 
and a 5-stage dyncde multiplier gals of 500-700, totalling about 
2500. Thus,for a $$1 signal-to-fiuctuations ratio, this cal- 
culation limits minimum scene brightness to about £> x 10~6. 
It is therefore necessary to increase overall tube gain by better 
photocathodes, use of optical preamplifiers, minification, higher 
target gain, or higher dynode multiplier gain if we hope to 
reach lower scene light levels, 

4.0  Optical Preamplification With Minification (Figure a) 

From the study on fluctuation limitations, it is evident 
that work on decreasing threshold scene brightness should pre- 
ferably involve increasing the signal from the photocathode of 
the image orthicon.  This could be accomplish. 1 by a number of 
methods. However, only those systems waich increase the quanta 
of available information will increase the inherent sensitivity 
of the tube, A more sensitive phc*, iv.iOde would be one example, 
since the present surface has only a xO/o quantum efficiency.  By 
use of a larger lens with tne same f number, more quanta would 
be received by a larger photocathode,  Byrminification with 
suitable electron optics, the larger number of photoelectrons 
(information quanta) could be fed to a standard camera tube. An 
optical amplifier tube which products minification is in pro- 
duction at Westinghouse,  It is known as the Fluorex or x-ray 
image intensifier type WL5997. 

A study has been made of techniques which can be used in 
fabrication of an image ot-tnicon tube witir; a preamplification 
stage such as shown in Figure 3.    Tins structure consists 
of an image intensifier stage preceding a standard image orthiron 
tube. The tube as shown consists of a high voltage intensifier 
minification section having a 42* diameter photocathode in u 
7-3/8" diameter bulb. The output of this section is an al '....zed 
phosphor layer whicn is almost in contact with an adjacent ^'AOX J- 

surface on the opposite side of an extremely thin layer oi glass. 
This phctosurface will be identical in position and function with 
the photosurface in the standard image orthicon tube.  It was 
estimated that this preamplifier section should produce a gam 
of more than 200. We also considered the possibility of elim- 
inating the phosphor layer and the image section of the image 
orthicon tube- and simply having the electrons from a large 
photocathode focussed directly on the target-mesh assembly.  To 
obtain the appropriate 400 or 500 volt electron energy, such a 
structure would probably require a special electron optical system, 
whereaj in the structure oi" the //5>20, we were able to utilize 
the standard image intensifier electron optics. Also, sujh a 
low voltage structure would have less amplification and was there- 
fore not considered as desirable. 
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., -) <  m a typical design  curve  fcr  tte  preamplifier 
output brightnes« of the preamplifier 

.   1   action i f  input  brightness for various gains, rang- 
I     ....   LO,      .    If the complete output brightness is 
mitted without  loss tc the input of en image orthicon tube, 

as i       ul st  ntielly the cese with the integral  im^ge orthicon and 
nj Lifier  tube,   it  i.-. possible   to  predict at least approximately 

the  quality  of   Imaging which will  be realized in  the combined tute. 
For   }00  lines  resolution,   1C"3  foot  candles ere  required.    Thus, 
with a  1000 power preamplifier tuLe,   it  should be  possible to image 
tc   the  order of   jOO lines,  at  1C"° f-c on   the  preamplifier phcto- 
cathod« ,    These computations neglect shot noise frcm th<   photccathode 
of the  preamplifier.    They else   neglect background  brightness often 

ised by  fi< ! i emission on the output phosphor of the preamplifier 
tube,     fhese linps  represent  preamplifier tubes having output back» 

i un    brightnesses of 5 x 1C*4,   1C"3,  and 3 % if"3 f-c respectively. 
It  ii   evident that  if the background brightness of the preamplifier 
Is     ' :he output  signal,  the   latter will  be maskea.    Thus,   if   the 

, lifi« i   In  the above example  fc. l e background  of 3 x It "J,  then 
;h<   output signal  at 1.'"° photocethode illumination tfould be com- 

1   I   ly submerged  in background brightness and the  iaege would 3tart 
,.► ir at bbout  J x 1C~° f-c on the input photocathodes. 

It  . .. thi t  if background brightness can be  completely elim- 
d,   thi   threshold of tne  combined  tubes for a gross image will 

t   be  1<       ed  Indefinitely, but  will be limited by  the  threshold of 
im ge orthicon  which will still  occur somewhere between 1C~5  and 

'   f-c.    Alsi ,   ■..   th     Light  level  decreases,   the operation of the 
,     inl   asifier prearaplifiei   becomes limited by fluctuations  in 

the  pream   .n :       photocethode current.    Assuming the same 60 micro- 
ropere  pei   lu    a phot   ei thode and the same  contrast in the scene  to 
i    .'    /ed,   the minimum photocathode  illumination for reproduction of 

•   tare    Fa   given  res  lution   in a  given  time  will be reduced by 
oi.e  ratii   of  the   photocethode areas.    That  is,   if  the theoretical 

■.   shold    f   the  image orthicon For ',00 line reproduction of a  100/K 
ntreat  picture in 1/30 second  is /,.? x lc"° foot candles photo- 
thi le  illumination),   the fluctuation limit for  the preamplifier will 

e  about   1/8 oi   t-iis,  or 5*3  * 1C"'   foot lamberts  scene  brightness. 
'his  1     (ith t.-.-   BHi «option that an  f/r.85  lens  Is used to cover the 
.7"  x      6"  phot  c ithoda 1 rea    .'  th<   preamplifier. 

. 
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5    Effect of Tar-ret Mesh Spacing on Sensitivity 

As tue target-to-mesh spacing is increased, the capacitance 
between the target and mesh decreases, so that stored charge 
necessary to produce a given voltage charge on the target is de- 
creased. For a standara image orthicon tube using .002" target- 
to-mesh spacing, t.ie capacitance between the 0.8^" x 1.12" scanned 
area on the target and the mesh is 106 micro micro farads. Many 
tubes developed under this contract had experimentally observed 
thresholds at a photocathode illumination of about 1 x 10~6 f-c. 
For a 60 microampere/lumen photosurf ace., this corresponds to 5.1 x 10~13 
amperes to the target. Assuming a typical target gain of 3, this is 
a target charging current of 1.53 X 1CT12 amperes. In l/30 second, 
the system frame time, the target potential on a „002" spaced tube 
would change 5.1 x 10"'-'-'+ ... 4.8 x IQT^  volts. 

106 x IG"12 

For a tube with .050" target-mesh spacing, the change in target 
voltage in 1/3J second would be 1.2 x 10~2 volts, with the same 
charging current. 

The scanning beam in an image orthicon is not mono-energetic, 
out emission velocity considerations snow an energy spread of several 
tenths of a volt. For near threshold imaging, tne highest energy 
electrons in the beam will land on the target, and a given change in 
target potential will make a relatively small change in the number 
which land. T..us, the time required to reach an equilibrium in the 
target due to tne charging current and that portion of the beam current 
vhich lands may be several frames or even several seconds for a closely 
spaced target and very low light levels. 

This will limit tne ability of the tubes to follow motion or to 
reproduce rapid changes in brightness« A tube with a wide spaced 
target mesh asse...o!y will reach equilibrium sooner and should therefore 
be more satisfactory for very low light level use on moving scenes, 
although sensitivity measurements made in our lab have not definitely 
confir ied the theoretical possibility that wide spaced tubes are more 
s nsitive ihan normally spaced tubes.   Use of a more nearly mono- 
energetic beam would also be desirable to decrease the time 
necessary to reach equilibrium«  This approach is being used on 
Contract AF33 (616) 3254« 

6«   . ffect of Target Gain 

For an image jrtmcon, the minimum scene brightness for re- 
production of a gross image has been  shown to be limited partly by 
fluctuations in the scanning beam and partly by fluctuations in the 
input stage oi' tne video amplifier. Any means which for a given 
sere :. brightness will increase tne net signal current to the target 
will increase the signal-to-beam fluctuations ratio. Any factor which 
will increase the overall gain of the tube will increase the signal- 
to-video amplifier fluctuations ratio. Considerable attention was 
therefore paid to means for increasing the signal gain at the target. 
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A signal gain is produced when the secondary emission yield of the 

target for the 4OO to 500 volt photoelectrons is greater than 
1, provided that the collector mesh is more positive than the 
instantaneous target potential. Measurements were made of 
the signal gain at the target in the standard tube.  In this 
case, the surface of the 0083 glass is probably coated with a 
thin layer of cesium and oxygen deposited when the photocathode 
is . formed.  As described below, various special coatings wer' 
applied with intent to increase the secondary e-ission yield. 

Calculations were made of the efficiency of the collector 
mesh for the secondary electrons.  This is, of course, a function 
of the instantaneous target-to-mesh potential. Through field 
plots with a target-mesh potential of 2 volts and by use of 
trajectory plotting for the secondary electrons, it was estimated 
that the present blS  transmission 500 conductor per inch mesh 
collects 4-0-50/O of the electrons leaving the target.  The remaining 
50-60% describe parabolic paths in the i'ield between the mesh 
and the photocathode and are turned back toward the target. 
Another 40-50$ are intercepted ay  the mesh on the return trin, 
The remaining 25% pass through tne mesa an are redistributed on the 
target. 

These redistributed electrons with energies below the first 
secondary emission crossover for the target charge the target 
negatively, causing a black edge or halo around brightly il- 
luminated areas.  The redistributed electrons with high energies, 
above first crossover, may charge the target positively, causing 
a white halo at a greater distance from a very brightly illuminated 
area.  It was shown that the redistributed electrons will return 
within a distance of ,008"/V of their point of origin.  Some 
electrons will have energies up to those of the 400 volt primary 
electrons and may therefore land anywhere on the target. 

If the electron collection efficiency of the mesh could be 
improved, slightly higher target ;ains could be realized.  It was 
theorized that use of a thicker collector mesn of the same optical 
transmission would collect oblique secondaries more efficiently, 
and hence should help to reduce the undesirable halo effects 
described above.  This approach is being followed in Contract 
AF33 (616) 3254. 

3.  Bxperimentat on to Determine Feasibility of Items Snown Promising 

1.  Improved Target Storage 

One method considered for obtaining usable images from 
lower light level scenes is to turn off the scanning beam and 
let tne charge image pattern accumulate on the target over several, 
or many, frame times.  In practice, this produced very real gains 
in contrast but had limitations since the resolution increased 
only slightly, and did not 8 . w -■■   resolution expected fror, the 
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higher amplitude target signal. As explained in the introductory 
theoretical section, most of the factors limiting threshold imaging 
in the image orthioon occur when th< signal is removed from the 
target or in the subsequent amplification processes. Therefore, if 
storage were perfect, one would expect that threshold light levels 
could be made to give 5 30 line resolut.', on provided that the product 
of the threshold photocathode illumination times the storage time 
in frame times, equaled the photocathode illumination required to 
give 500 line pi solution in continuous imaging.  In practice, the 
maximum resolution obtained in stored images, never exceeded about 
200 to 250 lines and was always below the curve of resolution vs. 
light level for continuous imaging, if one substituted for light 
level the product of threshold light level times the number of 
frames stored. 

We have performed two sets of tests.  To separate the effects 
of leakage through the volume and across the surface of the target 
from other factors which might prevent the tube from accumulating 
a stored image perfectly.  In the first, the; tube is continuously 
exposed to a very low light level scene and after a varying number 
of frame times storage, the target is scanned once, having the 
beam current and other camera controls set for optimum imaging under 
these conditions. Typical data at various light levels for a standard 
tube demonstrates that while the quality of imaging does increase 
with increased storage time, the percentage increase is not what 
would be expected. The second type cf experiment turns off both the 
scanning beam and the monitor kinescope,  i'he tube has been pre- 
viously adjusted for optimum imaging on a knee light level scene, 
but is now operating in a dark room with the camera aimed at a test 
pattern. A flash of lifcht of sufficient total energy to charge the 
tube to the Knee is allowed to fall of the test pattern.  There is 
then a controllable delay time after which trie tube and monitor 
kinescope are scanned for one frame.  This we have called the 
"retention time" of the tube.  The quality of the retained image 
is studied and to make this test quantitative, we have defined 
a retention product which is tne product of the retention time in 
frames multiplied by tne resolution in the observed picture. During 
the course of this contract, «re have performed these two tests 
on tubes using the standard Corning D033 glass target, also on 
tubes using a similar glass target but with special surface treat- 
ments to attempt to increase t.ie surface leakage on tubes using 
special higher resistance glass targets, and on tubes using 
anistropic targets, that is. targets made of relatively high resis- 
tance: glass containing a matrix of conducting plugs to effect 
metalic conduction through the target.  Tne latter were made from 
Corning type C photoform glas.- which has a volume resistivity of 
10*« 0hr,i centimeters■ Because of the variation of volume resis- 
tivity of the glass target with temperature, one would expect 
the retention to be less effective at higher bulb temperatures. 
At normal operating temperature of the image orthicon in a camera, 
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Because this mechanism may ultimately • Domactad with those 
factors whi ■ i pr< v tit lower- light leve] imaging in the image 
orthicon, w< are making further stu i s >f this effect on the 
current c ntract AF33 (616) 254 

A description of our various experiments designed to produce 
anisotropic target in which conductivity through the target was far 

ter than latera]  nductivity follows. 

a„  Silver Diffusion rechniques and Results 

Silver was »vaporated onto a standard Image orthicon 
target, appro: imately at h00°C,  rhere was no noticeable increase 
in conductivity throu i thi tai et. A number of targets were then 

pared by evaporating silver through a fine mesh to produce a 
dot pattern >n bin surface.     e ..■ r     lir-baked for 17i hours 
at 400°C. The target showed a definite increase in conductivity 
in the region covered witn silvi r dots as compared to the parent 

tiote that na:-  e area electrodes were used ana no attempt 
«ra.; made to prove the . mductivity around individual dots, A 
target v.: .-. then      1 wit a silver polka dot patter:, using 
•he     aki schedule. '.'•<■-   ratio between the silvered and non- 
silvered areas was ■        by pr b< measurement. Glase, slides 
. x)6" thick were prepared wit! si , r evaporation in register 
on both si les. With th< sa        ie,  no improvement in con- 

ivity was evident Ln any of these sections. The thin targets 
i  i I for £  hours at 4 '0CC in an air furnace. When 

ted, they showed defii    /i lence of further silver 
. : . Lon. The resistance >i the glass beneath the silver surfaces 

the >rder of 10u ohms as compared to a value of about 
2 x 10' ohms, w ber the 17§ hour bake. 

■ ts are relatively uncertain because the resistance 
:■■ ading     led on the probe. In no case 
wa^ ey : crease in resistance noted     Lte uncoated areas, where 

the orde] if lO11 ohms. With the proper 
... |  . ;ie to produce this enhanced con- 

I preserv       me h  silver structure. 
Apparently lateral liJ ired was not sufficient to 
 ito the ■ luctivity pattern Ln t •■ ver;   in glass 

targets, e ;t was tc ibtain Lateral resistance, 
a seriei e ■■•■ ed witl r sistance glass 
to deter m whether the silver diffusion enhance : conductivity 

. i be used I transverse      tivity.  Tar  I; 
"    r. wer< fabricated in the conventional 

manner. Some I i    rere i   ■■ coated in a 500 mesh pattern 
ers had 1/ ." polka dots. A sa::.; 

65 hours at 39?°C in air to determin« -        :iced conductivity 
.•".■■ . ence of silver 

oxide e;      low stain.        .   ■  fiass appeared to have 
soft* ind the 5   tesh pattern showed 



considerable lateral diffusion to the point where the pattern 
was lost completely. No increase in conductivity was obtained. 
We believe this was due to the fact bhat the 012 glass has 
a relatively small sodium content, approximately 1/'/. that of 
0083 glass. As bhe silver diffusion is considered to be a 
replacement of the sodium, it is possible that there was not 
enough sodium in the 0120 glass to produce the proper effect. 
Corning 0010 glass was also tried and gave the same results 
as the 0120. 

bo  Increased Target Resistivity by Electrolysis 

These experiments were aimed at using standard >083 
;lass and increasing the resistivity in selected areas by 
sodium ion dep11 ■ tion• 

The method used was to h at a .006" thick section of  glass 
in an air area at 465°C with electrodes on opposite focus with 
a 500 VDC potential difference. Measurements were made at 
definite time intervals for 2v hours.  With continued sodium 
ion depletion, the glass resistivity incr ased as was shown 
by the logarithmic „ decrease in current with time to 1/8 
the original, The voltage was then raised to 750 VDC which 
gave a current of 380 .nicroamperes after L,b  minutes. The 
•lass ruptured when the voltage was raised to 1000 VDC,. 
amination of the glass showed that there were a numb r i white 
dots on the surfac*  nder      ativ   ectrode which were 
analytically determined to be sodium. While this rough ex- 
periment was sui    ..,..-   i I I ia1 the difficulty 
of making satisfactory electrica. ■ ntact with tne glass in 
a fin" matrix pattern made tiiis approach Less advantageous 
than those described oelow„ 

Co  Photofonn and Porous Vycor Targ« te with Conuucting Flugs 

One     ' of producing a highly anisotropic target is to 
selectivel.. Irill or etc:, the .■ ia..:; to form a matrix of hol*« 
which may be filled with electrically ■ nducting materials. 
Corning photofoi     ass has a volume resistivity of lO^6 ohms 
centimeters ai : i u tx :.:'"pared in the iesired form by ap- 
propriate photochemical processinfc. Samples of photoform were 
obtained in 165 and 3)0  line per inch mesh patt■ rn.  The 3J)0 
line mes samples had a tola size of ,002A. inchei . se aration 
of .009" between holes ana were ,007" thick. After several 
trials, a si was determined to 
With conductin .ever powder.. The most i i   . :'ul 

photofonn o Ll .ic: steel 
rough whj  air could be draw:. iber 

cor,,       an aspirator. '. poi ler was 
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presumably due to increased target glass resistivity,    Light 
levels for hr i >ld imaging d crcaci I slightly us te:.iporatia?e 
was decreasi . «low normal operatin  .■ perauure. rhreshold 
then rose, probably lue to inferior imaging ability at the 
lower temperature values, kt  the lower temper iure valuog, the 
signal was very egri  i lue to increased target glass volumetric 
resistivity. 

2. Increas- , i'ar-.;■. ■ L ia-.n 

Theoretical calculations show that H should be possible to 
increase the ability of the image orthicon to operate at lower 
light level scenes if ttie secondary emission yield from the target 

lid be increased. Targets were coated with a discrete dot pattern 
of antimony dots in the expectation that an array of cesium anti- 
monide dots having a known high secondary emission ratio would be 
formed at trie same time that the photocathode was made. These 
tuoes showed no improvement in target gain. Other surface treat- 
ments include; calcium and magnesium fluoride evaporations, the 
sulphur bloom treatment mentioned abeflfe, and fabrication of ttie 
tar ;et from a thin film of silicon monoxide evaporated across the 
open areas of a 500 line mi sh. hone of these showed any increase 
in target gain. 

3. Target dam Measurements  as  a function  of'Illumination 

Data indicates that trie effective secondary emission ratio 
of the target varies substantially with photocathode illumination 
increasing to relatively high values for low light levels. We 
believe that this effect is due to a considerable extent to the 
decreased collecting field between the targi t ana mesh as the 
target charges positively. At the light level of the knee, the 
target gain is approximately 2-, at 1/u  of the knee light level, 
the ratio increased to 3.3; at 1/10 of the knee, the gain was 
4-5; at very low light levels, our measurements snowed target gains 
as high as 30—50. Whereas, the accuracy of tiiese very low current 
measurements at near threshold Li ht levels is not great, there 
is a definita increase in gain for lower Light levels which may be 
attributed to the more efficient collection f secondaries as the 
Light decreases. 

U.  Additional dain Proviaei by Jy.nocie Multiplier Stages 

In section A3, Canera Tube Signal Amplification Requirements, 
it was show, that .or very low light level imaging undei the 
ass   .   ,:' the 60 tier    re/lumen photocathode, a gain of 
3 in the target and a ;ain of the order of 5J0 for the iynode 
multiplier structure noise in the first stage of video amplification 
would set a lower limit for seeing. • 



To eliminate amplifier noisi   a .-  <ation at the scene 
brightnesses at vuicij wo are now working, it is required that the 
overall gain of the camera tube be increased by a factor of ten 
or more« To pr vide this gam, shown to be absolutely essential 
by the calculations, we have built several tubes using two 
additional dynode multiplier stages. Although this amplification 
is not as effective in obtaining lower thresholds as would be 
higher gain earlier in the tube, say in the photocathode or in the 
target, it should be effective n  amplifier noise is ac.uaMy a 
limiting factor. 'The best tube to date, which incorporated a 50 
mil target-mesh spacing, photocathode sensitivity of 60 ua/lumen, 
and a total dynode gain of 10,000, gave a threshold picture at 
2o3'7 x  iC1"" i'-o on the photocathode. This is the moat sensitive 
camera tube made during the course »f t is contract and represents 
a sizable increase on prior art. tubes. Data >;. the secondary 
emission yield of silver magnesium multipliei surfaces vs. voltage 
of tne primary electrons show a broad maximum at 4,00-500 volts 
per stage. Slight improvements in tnreshold have also been ob- 
tained by increasing the usual 1250 volt supply for the five 
stage dynode multiplier to 1850 volts and adjusting the voltage 
across the Individual stages for optimum resusts. These tei ts 
confirm that additional dynode ;ain effects a substantial Lncreas ■ 
in camera tube sensitivity. In view of our calculations on the 
effect of overall tube gam, at seems pi bal  that the high target 
gains measured at low light levels must b< approx mat« ly accurate 
since otherwise the standard 5 lynode tuoe would not i ge 
satisfactorily at 10~° f-c on the photocathode. 

5o  Electron 3ompar !:;>■:: i 1:, :■;■;.od Ccniurt 1 "i i.y Approa'-h 

This work has been done at the Westinghous Research Laos 
in E. Pittsburgh witn the aim of developing an entirely new 
sensitive optical ai | levice. In this tube which is 
^uscrib - in Figure $ 'li    . fron i ; ■ ;e ac- 
celerated    i ij-i'J  .\ilo  ,. . i'ocusseüj and m le ... strike 
a *.;. i:. tar e1   isisi     i yer, a conductive la; er , 
and on to;, a la; r   a . i va:. ■■■  whi I ... made : ■:.   ictivi by 
bombardment with . .. .. r ..  L< : rons. An   .      , rj 
substances for this target A~ pure Belenium. VarJ >us w th Is :ould 
have been used to scan th<    ....:. tai  L ..-. order to I ■ 
of the electron bombardment indu  I  nduotivity effect tc generate 
an linage. In the interests of simplicity, and be  isi extri aely 
high gains may be >btained with this target, it was decid< 1 to use 
vidicon type scanning, rhi operati n       :anning section of the 
tube is therefore similar to that of the standard i 1   Ldicon, 
and the video signal leveloped is taken out from the ■  tucl Lng 
backing layer on the BIG target.  Ii   i   Lenium target tubes 
snowed objectionable persisten e ercome by using 
selenium of extrem      . irity. During the :ourse of I i 
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contract,   operable ebicon tubes were made which gave usable 
images at 0„37 f-c photocathode illumination.    Principle problems 
encountered were stray leakage and  field  emission due  to presence 
of cesium i:. the high voltage image  section and   the difficulty 
of obtaining a satisfactory photos^rfaceo    The photosurface yield 
on the  tube mentioned was  only  0,2 inicroamperes/iumen.     Extrapo- 
lating from  the small vidicon  photcsurface  to  the size  used  in 
an image orthicon and   to  trie photosurface sensitivities found  in 
image orthicon practice,   this   tube would have given an acceptable 
picture with a photocathode  illumination  of  d x 10~^ f-C.    Work, 
on the eoicon  is  continuing under  the current contract AF33  (616) 
3254- with the emphasis  on work to  obtain   rugher gains  in the 
electron  bombardment induced conductivity  target.    It' gains  of 
1000 can be realized in this  target-,   the  ebicon may exceed   the 
sensitivity of the best, present day  image orthicons,   even with  the 
vidicon type scanning system which'does not  include a dynode 
multiplier stage. 

6«       Image Intensification  by   the Use of Kesn Control  Lind ior 
Storage  of  Image 

This approach was considered  at   the   beginning  of  the contract 
but no experimental  work  was done as we preferred  to  take ad- 
vantage of work being financed  by   tue Air Force at  other  companies 
on storage devices.    Work done at Parnsworth on Signal  Corps 
contract DA36-63Q73 and Da36-G39SC-42;10 indicate that a threshold 
of I0'"6 f—e photocathode illumination might be obtained but  omy 
with a very long storage time of about 3 minutes.    The general 
conclusion from the study of  the data was   that  it would not  be 
worthwhile to pursue  this avenue in view  of more promising approaches» 

C„      Conclusion -  Discussion  of Results of Phas? A 

The operation of botn standard and  experimental   tubes at low 
light levels has  been investigated and the factors effecting threshed 
have been evaluated.    This evaluation of results  is more simple if the 
tube is divided into three parts—t.ne photosurface,   target    and scanning 
section.    We will  consider   these   three as  separate  entities for  the 
moment. 

1.      Photosurface 

A tube made with Silver  bismuth oxygen cesium photosorface 
has shown a threshold  of just over 10   ; f-c.    The best  approach 
to increasing the sensiti/ity   af  the  tube is  to improve  the photo 
surface.     However,   this  is also  the  hardest, approach and no  s. 
nificar.t gains u- re made  under  this  contract. 
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The use of a larger photo a    i providea more quantum 
information, tiy use of a 2;i high voltage minification image 
section, an improvement in threshold oi about 4«! was demon- 
strated, rhis was limited by field emission in the preamplifier 
due to the high voltage necessary to produce minification. 

A thxrd method bypassed but did not overcome the quantum 
limits. By storage, the effective sensitivity was increased, 
at the expense of time reso] ttion. However, storage does not 
improve the inherent sensitivity oi the tube, and emphasis was 
Bhifted from this work in order to per:nit continuous rather than 
intermittent vie'.::::.-»  It was possible by the use of storage to 
improve the resolution by a factor of from 2 to 4, This, in 
effect, improves the threshold by the same factor. 

2. Target Gain 

It is necessary to produce a certain voltage on the target 
to ootain a viewable signal. With a previously determined photo- 
cathode current, attempts were made to increase the target gain 
to produce a la: ger charge. It war, demonstrated that the target 
ain varies as a function of iliuminatJon. Thin films evaporated 

on the target to produce hi :her secondary e:iussion yields did not 
show significant increases over the standard target, This was 
probably lue to the presence   ■ ssium 1 mpounds which were formed 
Hiring sensitization of the photocathode, A maximum tar t gain 
of 50 was recorded at tl 1    .;. ■   ' -is is about 5 times the average 
value at threshold. The disposition of a thin film of silver on 
the scanning side of the target snowed average improvement of 
2  in threshold due to reduction of fluctuations when the scanning 
beam hit the target. 

3. Scanning Section 

It was  showr:  that, a major  present  limitati >n  on low  light 
leve     iperati i   image orthicon is the inherent 

ati ■:. si   naJ  asi      Lated  with     .■■ si anning beam.    M tandard 
Lubes,   this wa      ted ...it   th< I bout]     '' 
f-c photocathode illuminati »n, and verifii 1 experim ntaiiy.    . 1 h 

the above de Lncreai Ln . Lgnal 
on  ' '      ■        •      • - lationi he scai I  sai - 

increasing  the gam oi   th    onil   Lpiier s<   tion   ; 
photocathode illumination   .hreshi .     oJ   2.37 x 10" ....   obtained. 
This was  th est I obtain* I    n any 1 •.. n aJ   tubfl 

und<     this ract. 

The  jork done   >n   this ; 1 litful 
to  Lncr ai i   ■        iaina effect! . tiy reducing 

the beam noise and improving I lynode mol'tiplir.wt.j   . 
iimitei,    These gains,    to  .; Lmited   will be necessary. 
The    1    ,*   :'.  .   .   rrem 1 te will ty            ted by incn .. .                  ■-..•-. 



cathode current, The obvious method would be to increase the 
photocathode efficiency, as this will add to the available number 
of information quanta and improve the operation of the entire bulb. 
The next best approach is to amplify the photocathode current before, 
it hits the target. 

The efforts put fortn on this contract have shown a definite 
improvement in the threshold by extra dynode multiplication and 
by image preamplification. The avenues of approach which promise 
the greatest improvement in sensitivity are being put into practice 
under ti.e present WALK contract AF33 (616) 325<+. 



1, Phase b - Mic      g 

A •  Theoretical i.aJ o^lationa 

1.  tfibral    ita ._ j ;<uui. Mrcrüft 

To d it< :  ; •    ma  i I ide of the problem of designing 
a non-   cop]    Image      >n, we obtained data on vibrations 

,i lircraft in the range from 0 to JOO GPS from report 
No. I ■■■■',  March 30, 1951, by North American Aviation, Inc. 
For reciprocating engine aircraft Ln flight, acceleration due to 
vib i '  i are , enerally less than 3G except in the following 
locations:  the eni Lne naci Lie, outex wing and tail structures. 

:• j< I • . gii ■• ■ .   ft, the points which are above 10G represent 
vertical -. ;    n during flight in the fusalage, tail section, 
tail structuri , and outer wing panel. Except for these locations, 
accelerations of most . >ints in the aircraft lie below the 5G line. 
Therefore, a camera tube which would operate well at accelerations 
up to JG would be useful in many locations in reciprocating engine 

. •.- • and a tube which would operate at 5G would be useful 
in jet en    Lircraft,  Fur he] Lni 'mation was obtained from 
n t Westin     I Lma Works covei   tl i vibration spectra in 
the     Ln  e     u]   2 kc. There are areas in the plane, 
for exa   , th'  revi com]  tment, for microphonics where a 5G 

I £ ■ micj >p) : LCS would be satisfactory. There are other 
areas where L0 and 15C thr sholds would be necessary. 

2« j    Art Image lirthicon.s 

.: e irthicons made just prior to 
th(        PI .. ■   f this contract showed that standard com- 

l ,.,...,,, >'  .-.\ :      •':!:}, i./ed percept: ^le 
mil        ■  ■■'      ielerationa below IG in the range from 
65 ti   i c    second. Acceleration at higher levels not only 

. ..   ince, but caused tube failures 
ind oroken targets. The upper 

rior art tube would stand without permanent 
5 '. 

3.  Type c foots 

hief source »f BJ ... as ( ..icropnonic) 
D of the image orthic n is the relative 

results in an oscillai >ry 
le . Since the potential 

pacitance oh     uses a target 
voll     tage v ... .  .. B nal to the scanning 

of these microphonica is si:rdlar to a hori- 
I .. '. ." video signal. The width of 

■ >• number of 



of vibration. The Lnt nsitj ra1 . r    the    ?  of black 
bars La a measure o   e a et mesh       .' ■ i,   atter what 
their exact cause. 

The second cause of raicrophonics   bh< bub Ls directly 
attributable b bhe gun and lyni le assembly. Studies of gun 
vibration 3how that bhe cantilever construction of the gun and 
multiplier section ailows considerable displacement lurini trans- 
verse Vibration. These microphonics can be observed and separated 
from target mesh microphonics by biasing the target negative 
so that the beam wil] n< b Land an the targ . While gun micro- 
phonics may also appear as horizontal black and white lines, the 
gun microphonics are easily listii    able since they persist 
when the target is cut off. The width of the black lines is often 
only two to four scanning lines , or thev  - :t :;(>ar a? v^rv w' 'r 

;ht and dark bands as much as 1/4 oi bh raster height, in width. 

While the type of miqrophonic effects described above degrade 
' .'   performance of the tube during vibration, they themselves are 
not the cans--- of permanent tube damage,  .'here are other results 
of vibration such as cracked stem fillets, broken velds or 
breakage of the target which have caused complete failure in standard 
image orthicons. These are also considered microphonic effects, 
and are nece sarily treated under tl Ls phai     he contract. 

At the beginning oi Phase B oi' the contract, it was recognj 
;hat some at 1 ast :' thi   :rophonics f ind Li tul  testing wer" 
due to relative motion between the coils in the f icus and a i n 

■ .<  it-deflection yoke ass«    tnd to weakness in the tube mounting. 
Work in other laboratories was therefore concentrated on t B 
aspect and has resulted ii an :. proved coil assembly ai 
mount which became availal     - .. used for tests made in the 

b few ; inths of this contra ■ .. 

ret.^oa. Calculations 

1.  Basic r.icory of target Mesh Microphonics 

A iiagram in cross se I      the principal elements of the 
rthicon appears on page  . electrons ;.  the illvu Lnated 

areas of the photocathode are accelerat I toward and focussed MI a 
I ).!" bh ■: .„.," liameter  Las: membrane called the target. For 
■ ■ ..  volt   bej     ectrons, the secondary emission ratio 

of the target surface is       , ana '       tin sec I la '>s 
are collected by a very fine copper mesh placed close t) the target 
on '. •■      taode sid        i .:.■ si .ive with respect 
to bhe  ■ b.  rhe . . toel< strona thui result Ln the acci    on 

' a poi       ." et in which the more 
positively iharged        rresf nd ' the 

bure,  Phe cop;'. Lte t is scanned wi1        ■ 
beam if very low veloci .  Lectrons, 1        a :al de ■     bentii 

•• 



is chosen so that the beam electrons with maximum emission velocity 
can just reach the target. Those which fail to land are returned 
to an electron multiplier to form the output signal from the tube. 
As this beam scans over a part of the target which has a larger 
positive ;harge, more electrons land on the target, and fewer are 
returned to the multiplier. This modulation of the return beam, 
varying from point to point in response to the potential of the 
target, and resulting from the positive charge pattern and hence 
from the illumination pattern, constitutes the video signal. 

To allow for collection of secondaries through a suitable 
target voltage range at higher light levels, as the photoelectrons 
charge each, part of the target in the 1/30 of a second between 
scans» The collector is usually operated 2 volts positive with 
respect to trie lowest value at which beam electrons will land on 
the target (target cutoff voltage).    During most or all of each 
frame time, the target is negative with respect to the mesh by 
1 or more volts. For very dim scenes, where very little positive 
charge is accumulated between scans, the average target mesh potential 
difference may be nearly 2 volts. 

In prior art image orthicons for entertainment purposes, the 
spacing between the target and mesh was only .002" to „003".  Now, 
now do microphonic signals arise? The capacitance between the 
scanned area of the target and the mesh is about 110 micro micro 
farads, the applicable formula being that for a plane parallel 
capacitor C = Ko A/d. where Ko = 8.85 X 10""^* farads per meter 
in the Meter Kilogram Second system of units. 

During operation, this capacitor carries a charge corresponding 
to a 1 or 2 volt target-mesh potential difference. During vibration 
if the target ar.d mesh move with respect to each other, the target 

capacitance will change, and since the charge is essentially 
constant, and since the mesh potential is fixed by the circuit, a 
change in instantaneous target potential will result. If the 
relatively negative target moves toward the mesh, the capacitance 
will increase, the target will become more positive, and more of 
t ie scanning beam will land as it would have in brighter parts 
of the picture. If the relative vibration frequency of target a:id 
mesh is a few hundred cycles, a dark and light horizontal bar 
pattern should appear superimposed on the picture. 

Note that the effective frequency of this bar pattern will 
be the sum of the frequencies of the target and mesh, which will 
in general be different. Because of the many possible modes of 
vibration for eac:., many different exciting frequencies may be 
expected to excite target-mesh microphonics. The presence of 

. rophonics for exciting frequencies below the fundamentals; 
however, Indicates that higher harmonics are being generated either 
in the machine, the yoke mounting, or through motion of other parts 
within the tube. 
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Since the average target mesh potential is approximately 
a volt, a .001" instantaneous change in spacing during vibration 
on a tube with a .002" target-mesh spacing, will change the target 
voltage by l/2 volt corresponding to a fairly bright bar. To 
determine how much motion can be expected from typical targets and 
mesh assemblies and to establish approaches for reducing target 
mesh microphonics, the following analysis was made: 

2.  Circular Membrane Theory 

A membrane is a skin considered to have no bending stiffness, 
stretched at such a great tension that increments of tension 
resulting from small displacements normal to the surface are 
relatively insignificant. The tension is considered to be uniform. 
Vibrations of a circular membrane may take place in many modes. 
In the simplest mode, the center moves with maximum amplitude and 
the only nodal points lie in the rim. which is fixed.  In higher 
modes, there may be concentric modal circles or nodal iiameters 
or both. The frequencies of the higher modes are not integral 
multiples of the frequencies of the lower modes. Although the 
vibrations of such a membrane are not truly sinusoidal, a sinusoidal 
approximation may be used which gives useful results. 

In terms of the mode numbers, where IJ is the number of equally 
spaced nodal diametera and S is the number of concentric nodal 
circles, the frequency of vibration , neglecting damping, is given 

by 

2tr   R~ 

where An s is a constant, dep ndmg on the mode, which for the 
basic (o,l) mode is 2.404 

R is the radius of the membrane in cm 
S is the tension in dynes per cm across any line in tne membrane 
M is the mass per unit area of tne membrane 

In tne case of a complex vioration, such as that produced by 
impact, several modes of vibration may be excited simultaneously. 
Analysis shows that the total energy of vibration is equal to the 
sum of the vibration energies of tne several modec treated separately 
and that damping acts on all of them equally, damping all at the 
same ratio. 

For an impulse excited membrane, tne displace-'nt at any point 
y is given by: 

y ■= 7o d Zrf^n-.  COSq( t-X0) [ ff  £ 
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>JM  (TTA^ K) 
where q = Rn*.  ( S - [      0  |* Eq. 3 

which for very email damping reduces to 

«V1 

in agreement with the frequency computed  from e   latlon 1. 
Where Y0 is the initial amplitude of vibratio .  of  the point 

C    is the damping constant in dyne    ^_   where F damping = c« 
cm 

t - time in seconds 

The natural logarithm of  the ratio between  successive amplitudes 
one period, apart is called the logarithmic decrement, 

£• £M       ' Eq.    5 

Where (   = 1 = the period of vibration and. M is the effective 
f - 

mass of the membrane.  If Og and "t are known by observation, 
and the effective mass M is knoun, c may be calculated from 

Eq. 6 

Energy Considerations 

For frequency W,   where V = 2TT1V   and -fc ("<", 0J      = maximum dia- 
placement of the membrane at  the point   £** #) and tne notion is 
represented by ^ = 2.CjosWt ,   the stored energy is 

x   -»_ 
£ s   t~n UJ   2^/ Eq.  ? 

2 
where n is the effective vibrating mass at the point (^ & ) 

Now, for a circular membrane W - An*   : r~g" and W*^ = A?■ 
R  V M       R2  H 

To calculate E for a given mode, one mast integrate this ex- 
pression over the membrane, since 2 will vary from point to point. 
Equation 7 in its present form however indicates triat for a given 
amount of energy imparted to a membrane, the amplitude will oe 
smaller if the resonant frequency is higher« 
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With damping dE = - C . or dE -  - C ,, 
dT    M1    E     M dt 

For rapid damping, the damping coefficient c should be large, 
and the effective mass of the system small» For a forced vibration 
assuming a sinusoidal driving force accelerating the membrane 
mount with an acceleration G; 

v _     C   ■;      -=— _  S»V» (uJt-Oc) 

^>Zs 
Where Q.J -  the statical deflection under a constant acceleration 

G = the peak value of the applied acceleration. 

wn ~~ Ans i J — -  the resonant angular frequency 

OC = the phase angle 

The reciprocal square root expression is known as the magnification 
factor. When W, the driving frequency, equals Wns, the resonant 
frequency, the first term in the radical vanishes» If the damping 
force c were zero, the displacement of y would become infinite. 
To keep the vibration amplitude small at resonance the damping 
should be as larje as possible for a given mass and the statical 
deflection as small as possible for a given mass,, Since cfeT  has 
the form J~    -  6-TL J~    *,   this requires that the tension be 

as high as possible for a given mass/unit, area in the membrane. 

is given by   , Q a     j __  9JgMfr^-^. 

where R = radius of mesh in cm, 
V = radius from center of mesh to   distance 
m -  mass per unit area of membrane 
s = tension of membrane in dynes/cm 
G = acceleration in G's 

At the center of the mesh -C  - O  and 2"   = 9*0^ °~R 
v 

»iaj< , , . 
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In the foregoing it is shown that damping does not alter the 
ratios between the coefficients of individual frequencies. In 
other words, all frequencies are damped at the same ratio. Damping 
is therefore a characteristic function of the membrane parameters 
and not the mode of vibration. Fro.', this work, it, can be shown 
that undesirable vibrations can be reduced by several means. An 
increase of the damping factor of the material is an effective 
alteration of parameter. Any mechanism which will absorb energy 
of motion from the membrane, converting this to neat energy, will 
effectively damp the vibration. Energy is probably absorbed in 
increasing the thickness of the membrane if trie tension is increased 
proportionately, is one way to increase the damping, as will the 
use of softer raaterials. 

3.  Application of Theory to Mesh fccrophonics 

It has been established experimentally and theoretically that 
microphonics in tne image orthicon result largely from variations 
in the target-mesh capacitance.  Since the change in capacitance 
is proportional t i the change in target-mesh spacing, it is 
desirable to reduce the target and mesh vibration amplitudes as 
much as possible. 

According to the preceding section, the amplitudes can be 
reduced by increasing the damping factor and decreasing the statical 
deflection for a given acceleration.  The latter requires use of 
higher mesa tension without increase in mass. Standard image 
orthicons now use .OOOlo" thick 500 wire per incli electroformed 
copper mesh,, with 64/S open area whose conductor size is ,00040" x 
.03015". The ultimate tensile strength for this mesh is 130 grams 
weight/cm. Special image orthicon mesii assemblies in finished tubes 
made under this contract have been measured to have a tension of 
about 4-0 grams per centimeter, 1/3 of the ultimate strength and 
about 2/3 of the elastic limit. To Increase this tension will 
apparently require use of high strength materials. 

The table below gives the natural frequencies for the 0, 1 
fundamental mode and statical deflections for various mesh materials 
v;e have considered. Tension at 1/3 >f the ultimate strength is 
assumed. ' 

R 
Mesh 

Radi us 
I m 

1.78 

1.78 

S M 
Tension Graias/ 
Gm/cm cm 

Present Copper 
Mesh 40 .001 

lectroformed 
Nickel 5JO Hesh 53 .J^&t* 

Woven 3 )4 St. S. 
Drawn Wire 2^60 .0124 

Parallel Tungsten 
Wires 16 gm 

Resonant 
Freq. 

CPS 

Microns 
Per 0 

1350 »197 

1690 .126 

3000 o J4 

1.75 2530 .01,8 
It is shown from these figures that both woven stainless steel mesh and drawn tungsten 
wire offer possibilities for great improvements. 
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in mesh :,dcrophonics because of higa strength-to-weight ratios which 
permit mounting at higher tensions. Details of experimental techniques 
devised to obtain high tension collector mesh assemblies are given 
below, 
4«  Application of Theory to Target Microphonics 

The image orthicon target type 0083 glass membrane of 1.600" 
diameter, and from .0001" to .0002" thick, mounted on an alloy 
ring of 51 per cent nickel and 49$ iron. Figure b  shows 
the geometry of a standard mounted target in cross section. As 
originally made, the target is cut from a handblown glass bubble 
and laid across the target ring, which has been previously painted 
with solder glass.  Ring and target are placed in a furnace and 
heated to fuse the solder glass and soften the target. Under the 
influence of surface tension the thin glass membrane is pulled 
tight and remains so as target and mesh are slowly cooled to room 
temperature, since the coefficients of expansion of the glass and 
metal are closely rnatched. 

The target tension is positively established during assembly 
of the target-~"3sh assembly, as shown in figure 7 , by deflecting 
the target witi the annular aluminum spacer, which also sets the 
distance between the target and mesh. The standard 5820 uses a 
.002" thick spacer. The deflection of the target, however, is the 
sum of the spacer thickness plus the "dropoff", the difference in 
height between the outer and inner parts of the mesh support ring 
minus the height of the solder glass bead above the plane of the 
undeflected target (see figure b ).  Higher target tension, up 
to the rupture point, nay be attained by increasing the amount of 
deflection. 

Typical target tensions for the standard .002" spacer and 
standard "dropoff" average about 45 grams/cm. For an average 
tar et thickness of 0.00015" or .00033 cm, and a glass density 
of 2.4-7 grams/cubic cm, the mass per unit area of the target is 
9.65 x 10~4- grams/sq cm. The free area within the aluminum spacer 
is about 1.4" diameter (3.56 cm). The resonant frequency of the 
target is, therefore 

Lol 2.404 i   IT 
R V M 

2.404   1   / 45 x 980 
2    1.73 "| 9.65 x ICK 

= 1460 cps 

The statical deflection is described by 

•2 0,0)^   ™9&rY) (sZsS$ 
^5 
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The maximum center deflection per G acceleration is therefore 

- 1.7 x 10~5 cm or 0.17 microns 

During the course of this research, means were devised to 
increase target tension about 10 times. This increases the 
resonant frequency in the fundamental mode to 4.600 cps and decreases 
the statical deflection to .017 microns. 

5.  Damping 

For rapid decay of mierophonics induced by impulses, and 
to keep vibration mierophonics small at resonance, the damping 
factor should be as largo as possible.  Damping in the present 
target and mesh assembly seems to be very slight, since impulse 
excited mierophonics in the standard tube often persist for seconds. 
Damping of such a membrane vibrating in vacuum probably takes place 
through relative motion of the outer libers in the glass or mesh 
which convert the energy to heat. This relative motion is 
probably greatest at the rim where the membrane is rigidly supported 
in cantilever fashion. 

Greater damping could therefore be caused by use of a thicker 
target or thicker mesh, provided that the tension is increased 
proportionally in which the relative motion of the extreme fibers 
will be greater for a given deflection. This effect could be 
heightened by use of materials with high internal damping. 
Alternatively, the mesh or target, could be greatly increased in 
thicKness, as through the use of photoform for the target, and 
mounted as a thick disc to decrease deflection and increase damning 
in vibration. 

G .  Experimental i-'.valuat.i on 

1.  Target-Mesh Mierophonics 

a.  Wide T-M Spacing 

As the target-mesh mierophonics have been shown to be 
a direct function or  the change of capacitance between the 
membranes, the most direct way to decrease the percentage 
change in capacitance would be to separate the membranes as 
far as possible.  The T-M mierophonics did become less critical 
in experimental tubes as the spacings were increased to tne 
order of 75-150 mils. As the spacing is increased from 25-50 
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mils, the quality of imaging appears to go through a maximum. 
Above that distance, the quality of image decreases. 100 mil 
spacing was determined to be the best compromise spacing. 
As an extreme case, a tube was made with no collector mesh 
in the hope that the target support cup would serve as a 
collector. This tube did not image. 

b. Integral or dot spacers 

Another way to decrease relative motion between the 
target and mesh during vibration is to apply restraints 
between them at points which are normally not nodes. In the 
extreme version the target and mesh functions should be 
fulfilled by one integral member. The first evaluation of this 
approach was made accidentally. 

High frequency sparking on tube #75 caused the mesh to be 
attracted to and remain in contact with the target. While there 
were certain areas where contact was not made, a sufficient 
portion of the target and mesh did stick together to permit 
studying the effect of contact.  In these portions, no T-M 
microphonics were evidenced. There was a very substantial 
time lag due to the extremely high capacitance of the tube. 
This discouraged additional tubes on integral assemblies which 
would have high target-mesh capacitance, although several 
ideas were put forth and tried experimentally to determine 
that a fine mesh pattern could successfully be evaporated on 
a target 

To overcome the disadvantage of high capacitance, a tube 
I#119) was made with 3 discrete areas of the target-mesh 
assembly fastened together by dots of colloidial silica and 
zirconium. Tests of this tube showed no improvement over the 
standard tube; however, we oelieve that the adhesive failed 
to bond to the glass target. Other adhesives, such as kasil, 
showed that they tend to break the target. 

c. Smaller target and mesh 

As can be shown from the theoretical considerations, 
decreasing the membrane area is one of the most effective 
parameter changes. Several tubes were made using wide target- 
mesh spacer rings with only the rectangular raster area open 
in the center. This decreased the vibration area of the 
target and mesh from a 1.4" diameter wide to a rectangle. 
(I.12n x .3^") Tube #114 was made with this type spacer 
ar.d a normal .002" T-M spacing. The microphonic performance 
was slightly above average and the duration of microphonics 
unusually short. Tube #184 incorporated a l/2" Jiameter 
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target and mesh area with a standard spacing.  There were 
no narrov:-band type T-M'microphonics. 

d.  Higher tension mesh and target 

(1) Target 

From the theoretical calculations mentioned previously 
and experimental results to determine the ultimate strength 
of the target, it was possible to calculate what deflection 
of the target by a concentric ring spacer was necessary 
to produce ä~ satisfactory level of target tension which 
would not break the target during processing. As a 
result of this work, it has been possible to increase 

the tension of the targets by a factor of 10 over the 
tension normally obtained using the standard T-M assembly. 
This increase in target tension has been made possible 
to a large extent by the development of a technique for 
nondestructively measuring the tension of the mounted., 
targets. Observations of target tensions before and 
after exhaust bakeout indicated that there is relatively 
little loss is target tension during tube processing. 

The increase of tension was accomplished primarily 
by increasing the target deflection, but special structures 
were found necessary to accomplish this satisfactorily. 
Greater deflection effected by stacking standard spacer 
rings have broken targets at 50% of the experimentally 
determined yield point. This was found to be due to 
rapid curvature of the target over the spacer, where the 
target glass was bent 5° in .001" along the glass. A 
special spacer assembly was designed to reduce this curva- 
ture to 0.5° per ,001". Use of these spacers permitted 
tenfold increase in target tension without excessive 
breakage in tube processing. 

(2) Mesh 

(a) Standard 500 mesh copper 

Tests run with the normal 500 line copper mesh 
show that the ultimate tensile strength is about 3 
times the normal tension in a tube. A tension figure 
of 40 grams/cm has been taken as standard and the 
ulti.aate tensile strength is about 120 grams/cm. The 
present mounting technique is to lay the'mesh'on a 
flat sheet of copper which has a groove for the 
mesh support ring (see figure 6), which is figure 1 
of Floyd's memo in March 1956 report.) 
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The mesh is pulled smooth by the operator's 
fingers, the mesh welding ring is pushed down into 
place and spot welds made around the ring. This 
technique produces a moderately smooth mesh, but 
allows variations in tension from area to area in 
any one piece, as well as variations between 
assemblies.  This irregularity is evened out during 
a subsequent firing schedule, during which the mesh 
is tightened by baking at 800°C for a short time. 
The best theory consistent with eoqperiments of how 
the mesh becomes taut involves the recrystalization 
of the electroformed copper mesh and a phase change 
in the steel support ring.  It can be assumed that 
the mesh has a net overall tension of approximately 
zero when it is spot welded to the steel support 
ring. Between room temperature and 200°C, there is 
a loosening of the mesh due to the difference in 
coefficients of thermal expansion between the steel 
and copper.  Between 200 and 750°C, the copper 
begins to recrystalize and contract and will become 
flat again at close to zero tension.  Between 750 
and 800°C a phase change occurs in the steel, 
resulting in a contraction of the ring.  If the mesh 
is allowed to continue recrystalization, it will 
overcome the slackness due to the contraction of 
the ring and become flat again at zero tension. On 
the cooling cycle„ there will be a sharp increase 
in the ring size due to the phase reversal, with 

a corresponding increase in mesh tension. Further 
increase will be obtained from the differential 
contractions of the mesh and ring from this point 
to room temperature. This theory is consistent with 
results of firings done at 600 and 700°C, below the 
phase change point, which show tensions below normale 
The use of other materials confirmed this theory. 
Kovar and Carpenter Invar #36 rings,which have no 
phase change?were fired with resultant tensions far 
below normal. 

Past a certain ainimum firing time, there 
appears to be no further increase in tensionoTimes 
from ten minutes to 1./2 hour gave comparable results. 
With the normal schedule, the final tension is limited 
by the strength of the copper at the temperature 
(625-675°C) at which the phase reversal phase change 
occurs in the steel support ring. 

In order to eliminate the variation in initial 
tension due to the present mounting techniques, as 
well as the uncertainty and losses during firing, it 
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would be advantageous to mount the mesh, at the desired 
final tension and eliminate the firing schedules 
in present use. A tensioning device has been 
made in which the edge of the sheot or aesn is 
clamped tightly with a rubber "0" ring« A smaller 
"0" ring then presses the mesh into a groove larger 
than the target support..ring in the lower plate 
of the fixture, stretching and tightening the mesh. 
By thifl means, mesh have been welded with tensions 
of 45-50 grams/cm against 40 grams/cm average for the 
field mesh.  However, even with very fine control, 
the yield before breaking of the copper mesh is so 
small that experiments with mechanically tensioned 
mesh were discontinued as impractical with this type 
fixture. 

Measurement of the tension of standard mesh 
which had been subjected to the heat treatment of 
subsequent tube processing during sealing and exhaust 
showed that there was a definite loss during the 
process. While the finished mesh is taut at room 
temperature, it looses tension and becomes quite 
wrinkled at tube bakeout temperature (375°C). This, 
with the comparatively low temperature of the bakeout 
indicated that creep in the material under stress 
is not a factor. Standard 5Ö20 inesh are aluminum 
flashed on the target side before installation to 
pirevent spotting the target during exhaust when the 
mesh may be slack enough to touch the target. To 
investigate the possibility that a reaction of aluminum 
with the copper may be involved we made tubes in which tob 
standard aluminum evaporation on the mesh was 
eliminated. This gave the desired effect, as there 
was no significant loss of tension during the pro- 
cessing of these tubes. Since most non-.nicrophonic 
tubes have wide target mesh spacing, the mesh does 
not touch the target during exhaust, and aluminum 
flashing is unnecessary. 

(b) Use of s1rr.nger mesh materials 

ilectroformed nickel mesh has higher tensile . 
strength than electroformed copper, but the percentage 
improvement is not very significant. After pre- 
liminary experiments, nickel mesh was discarded. 
The use of mesh woven from drawn wire affords sub- 
stantial possibilities increase in tension for a 
given mass per unit area. For 4 X) mesh steinless steel 
with oOOl" wires» 1*25 grams/sq cm and "}(&  optical 
transmission wire, it is possible to obtain 18700 
grama/cm ultimate: strength. This compares to 130 



grains/cm for the present 64/5 transmission electro- 
formed copper mesh weighing 0.1 grams/sq cm and 
157 grams/cm for the available 60% transmission 
nickel mesh weighing O.O84 grams/sq cm.  If each 
mesh is stressed to l/3 of its ultimate strength, 
this gives a tension to specific mass ratio of 
•400 for the copper, 590 for the nickel, and 4800 
for the stainless steel. 

Based on calculations,we find that the wire 
diameter of the woven mesh must be reduced to the 
order of .0004nto prevent visualizing the mesh during 
operation, and to obtain equal optical transmission. 

To evaluate use of this mesh experimentally, 
we at first attempted to etch the wires to reduce 
their diameters.  It was found, however, that acid 
etching to such fine dimensions left the wires 
non-uniform in diameter, and wire breakage resulted. 
We then tried electropolishing or deplating ex- 
periments which showed that the wires can be reduced 
uniformly to almost any desired diameter. 

A fundamental difficulty associated with etching 
or deplating woven mesh has proven to be loosening 
cf the mesh and lateral movement of the wires, 
resulting in uneven wire spacing. This unevenness, 
if unoorrected, is great enough to appear in the 
video image. To prevent this movem<nt of wires, 
it was necessary to produce constant tensions over 
the entire mesh ly  means which can pull the wires 
straighter as their thickness decreases. The use 
of the jig mentioned above, which was unsuccessful 
in producing mounted mesh tension with electroformed 
copper mesh, worked admirably in this case.  Five 
tubes were successfully made with 400 mesh stainless 
steel electropolished to the desired wire diameter. 

An investigation was made of the commercial 
availability of fine woven wire mesh with the proper 
wire diameter and spacing, of stainless steel, 
molybdenum, or tungsten. 

The only sample obtained during the course of 
Uns contract was woven of .7 mil molybdenum wire 
at 250 wires per inch. A single piece 4" x 41" was 
recei-.ed. However, the supplier declines to weave 
more of this mesh at this time. The sample was re- 
ceived in the last few days of the contract and has 
not been evaluated. Work done under the contract 
shows that coarser mesh patterns can be used with no 
loss in resolution in a tube with .100" t-m spacing. 
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(c) Stretched Wire Grids 

As an alternate approach, experimental image 
orthicons were made with stretched parallel wire 
collector grids.  In tube #155, 19 wires of .0007" 
diameter were stretched diagonally under varying 
tensions across the raster area at an average target- 
mesh spacing of about .005". This tube produced 
a picture crossed by diagonal darK lir.es, the image 
of the individual wires exployed. (figure 8). 

Bright bands on both sides of each wire are 
probably related to the high target element capacitance 
between the wires and areas of the target immediately 
under them. This target wire capacitance may be 
expected to drop off rapidly for target elements at 
increasing distances from the sides since the wire 
to wire spacing was about .050", compared to .005" 
wire to target spacing. Through redistribution, the 
potential of the target just before scanning is 
probably fairly uniform. The bright bands would 
thus represent the higher charge signal accumulated 
on the higher capacitance elements of the target. 
The collection efficiency of this grid is probably 
relatively low, which would increase the redistri- 
bution of low energy secondaries to other more 
positive parts of the target and so serve to minimise 
potential differences. The bright areas may also 
be explained on the basis of more efficient collection 
from the target areas immediately under the wires. 

If the above theory is right, the difference 
in signal between the bright bands and darker areas 
of target between them may in a sense be considered 
to visualize the target grid capacitance pattern. 

Figure 9 onows microphonics in tube #155 
under very heavy impact«  In this photograph, it is 
evident that areas of the target which are far from 
a given section of the collecting wires, exhibit 
relatively small microphonics effects. This effect 
is very evident visually on the monitor at lorfer 
levels of Impact where the rnicrophonic effects are 
confined to the brignt areas only.  In a sense, tube 
#I"J5 permits direct visualizing of the benefits of 
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wider T-M spacin , although the geometry of tue 
grid is eufficientl.y different to prevent an exact 
comparison.  The microphonics also appeared to 
definitely relate to the tension and length of 
the individual wires which were intentionally 
mounted with varying tension. This may be con- 
sidered experimental verification of the improve- 
ment which should be associated with a smaller 
ar^a tar,;et-mesh assembly and tighter mesh. 

The individual wire technique afforded an 
excellent opportunity to study in one tube the 
effects of T-M spacing.  6J0 line resolution was 
obtainable in the relatively large areas on the 
target between mesh wires. As the T-M spacing is 
increased, the inter-element capacity of the raster 
becomes predominant, and the role of the T-M capa- 
citance decreases. The indications are that white 
areas on the tube #150 visually represent the T-M 
spacings where the T-.-i capacitance plays the more 
important rolej the dark a/eas where inter-element 
capacitance predominates. 

As shown in photograph 5, the anti-microphonie 
benefit of wide T-M spacing corresponds to a con- 
dition where trie maximum T-M capacity under vibration 
is still small compared to the inter-element capaci- 
tance. The white high signal areas on tube #150 do 
not show up in standard tubes having 500 mesh and 
close T-M spacings. Since the distance between 
conductors is above equal to the T-M spacing. 

Late in the contract year, a machine-wound grid 
of l/2 mil wire, 20 mils from center to cent r was 
attempted,  it was determined by preliminary tests 
that this grid is entirely feasible and that high 
uniiorm tensions could be obtained.  It was further 
determined experimentally that for wide target- 
mesh spacing of the order of 050" to .100", the mesh 
will not appear in the image, however, this project 
was shelved to concentrate in the remaining time on 
obtaining more complete vibration with the recently 
received M.B. vibration machine. 

2.  Gun and Cat.iode Microphonics 

The standard 5^--3 image ortnicon exhibited some :dcrophonics 
even while the target was biased negatively. While significant, 
these are a second order effect compared to the T-M microphonics, 
and must be considered to be gun :>r  circuit microphonics.  The latter 
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were eliminated since the microphonics disappeared when the beam 
was cut off.  In general, gun microphonics are caused by any vibration 
which tends to modulate the scanning beam, particularly that which 
changes the spacing between the catnode and cathode grid or which 
moves the defining aperture in the screen grid out of alignment 
with the beam crossover., aa well as any vibration which alters the 
position of the gun defining aperture sideways with respect to 
the target. The latter, if severe can cause a vibrating shift of 
the televised image which we have called image flutter. 

A tube was set up external to the yoke, to experimentally locate 
the microphonics of the gun structure by monitoring the current 
from the cathode to Gl, G2, G3, and G4 and on an oscilloscope 
observing the percentage change in the steady stage currents due 
to the vibrations. Some of the tubes showed a very substantial 
change in the beam current under this test.  However, no correlation 
was found between these tests, and the imaging microphonics as seen on I 
the monitor. 

Five types of gun microphonics were observed on the monitor. 
1. Alternate light and dark streaks 2-4 lines wide.  2. Wide light 
and dark bands, whose width was sometimes 1/4 of the raster height. 
3. A series of very bright dots followed by trailing black streaks. 
4« Very bright narrow streaks, about 2-4 lines wide. Of these 
four types of microphonics, it was determined that the latter two 
are primarily due to contact sparking between the tube and the 
socket. These have been eliminated by use of a more rugged coil 
and tube-mounting assembly. 5. Waviness of the image. This slow 
waving distortion of the image was entirely different from the T-M 
microphonic effect and was probably due to a lateral movement of 
the gun assembly. 

To overcome the microphonic effects of the gun section we built 
experimental tubes with means to prevent the gun from moving with 
respect to the tube envelope and means to prevent relative motion 
between parts of the gun and dynode multiplier assembly. As a 
first attempt, a tube was ;:iade which incorporated a heliarc welded 
kovar ring at the base of the gun to support the_ entire cathode 
assembly. This experiment gave some promise. We found more 
promising an experiment to eliminate the canteliver mounting of 
the entire gun assembly oy  welding kovar buttons to the G3 electrode, 
which wer;- then sealed to tne glass envelope of the tube, providing 
a firm support for the entire assembly at G.3, in addition to tne 
present support by the stem leads. Additional support was provided 
by  using double bulb spacer springs between the G4 ring and the 
tube wall. This version worked well and .was used in most tubes 
made near the end of the contract. To prevent motion between the 
dynodes, ceramic spacers have been incorporated between each 
dyno.le stage so that the entire gun section may be tightly compressed 
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Figure 1,3 - Tube #14-3 with kovar ring gun support 

Figure i^ - Westinghouse tube type WX3604 snowir.g *ovar button rxr.  suppoi t< 
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and welded in place with no lateral movement possible between 
parts. Several experimental tubes were made with no anode mesh. 
An extra pinwheel multiplier was added and the current was 
collected by using the dynode #5 plate as an anode.  The change 
in microphonic characteristics was not.significantly great; 
however, no deterioration of image quality was observed with the 
anode mesh removed. To eliminate the possibility of sparking 
at the G4 spring contacts, a tube was made with a G4- painted 
contact in the image section. This tube showed no difference 
in gun microphonics. To increase the rigidity of the dynode 
multiplier section, extra ceramics and clamps have been put on 
wherever practical, especially to tie down electrode leads which 
might otherwise strike the gun. We have also substituted an RF 
getter for the standard electrical getter. 

3«  Image Section Microphonics 

The original image mount was supported cantilever fashion 
on 7 stem leads. This mounting allowed relative motion of the 
image section lens cylinders, together with flexing of the stem 
leads which broke small glass chips from the fillets around the 
image stem lead seals. Any loose particles in the tube may, during 
vibration, strike and break the target and mesh, thus effectively 
destroying the tube. 

In order to decrease the strain put on the image stem leads 
by the cantilever mounting, bulb spacer springs were added to 
the G6 electrode whicn were similar to the springs used on (JA. 
Additional cera:;dcs and clamps were used to improve the rigidity 
of the structure itself. The photocat.-iode contact was moved to 
allow the use of the stiff mchrome lead directly to back a 
rigid bulb contact for the photocathode. The most difficult problem 
has been in obtaining a fillet around the leads which is properly 
re-entrant so that no feather edge of glacs exists to be broken 
off by lead vibration. To avoid these feather edges, the leads 
are made of kovar within the seal but welded to a nichrome lead 
Which does not seal to the glass. The -ichrome is further painted 
to avoid direct glass contact.  Extreme care in the stem-making 
operation and possibly some additional development work will oe 
required to obtain a reasonable yield of good stems. 

D.  Methods of Testing 

1.  3all Drop Test 

After experimental worK on different means of impact testing, 
the following was accepted as the standard impact test. A 9/16" 
diameter steel ball weighing 11.9 grams was dropped through a steel 
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tubing onto the base of an image orthicon tube. The column was 
arranged so that the height of the ball drop was adjustable from 
1" to 12". The microphonics could cither be observed visually 
or, where more detail and accuracy was required, by photographing 
the monitor with an arrangement which synchronized a camera 
shutter with the i .pact of the ball. 

It 
was found Caiut tho iflicropno.iic frequencies observed from the im- 
pact test wen of the order of 900-2500 cycles/sec. For an 11" 
drop the accelerations were estimated bo oe over 10G. 

2.  Continuous Vibration 

A.  Acoustic Coupling 

This method used a loudspeaker placed close to the tube« 
The speaker was driver, by an audio-oscillator.  In these 
preliminary tests it was demonstrated for the first time that 
the micropho äcs on a given tube go through periodic maxima 
and .r.inima as the frequency is varied.  In general, a rough 
agreement existed as to the frequency of the audio-oscillator 
and the frequency of the microphonics as determined from 
microphonic bars on the raster, and from observation with an 
oscilloscope. 

b. Mechanical Vibration fable (ft -5 ■ ops) 

As Lhe loudspeaker method of producing continuous vibration 
gave accelerations which could not be easily measured ana 
required painfully high sound levels, work was continued using an 
All American vibration machine with an eccentric anu Scotch 
yoke driven table. This machini covered the frequency range 
from 9-55 cycles/second with a constant amplitude.  However, 
the accelerations actually applied to the tube may have been 
higher t.ian those calculated because of harmonics or lost 
motion in tne machine. Comparison between results using the 
ball drop test and the vibration table appeared to indicate 
that the ball drop test was somewhat more severe than 10G 
vibrations on the vibration table at 50 cycles. Fixturing 
was resigned for the vibration table so that the tube could 
be vibrated both perpendicular to the tube axis (Y axis) and 
parallel to the tube axis (2 axis). However, the same jig was 
used initially .or both longitudinal (JS axis) and transverse 
(Y axis) vibration, and it was determined that this arrange- 
ment v:as not sufficiently rigid and subjected the tube to 
more than tiie rated acceleration values« 

c. M3 ~lcctrjma,:r-etic Exciter (n-2QQQ cps) 
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A heavier vibrut.on table capable of controlled amplitude 
vibration through the frequency of 5-2000 cycles/second was 
purchased under company sponsorship.  Jecause of late delivery 
from the maker, the effective use of this table was not started 
until August 1, 1956. Contract ho. AF33 (616) 2611 was extended 
from June 30, 1956 to October 28, 195b, primarily to obtain 
results with this new equipment fro... the image ortiiicon designs 
developed under the contract,  i'wc jigs were designed for use on 
this table—one for transverse (X and Y axis) vibration, the other 
for Z axis, or longitudinal vibration« Care was taken in the design 
of these jigs to minimize cantilever suspensions ana to prevent 
inherent resonant frequencies within the mounting in the desired 
5-5'JO cycles test frequency- 

It was found that the standard image orthicon yoke suppi.:cd 
by RCA for entertainment television use was not capable of with- 
standing 10G vibration. An interaiittcnt blanking effect, which 
was initially laid to tube prohlcaa, was determined to be an 
intermittent contact on the focus coil. The alignment coi] circuits 
opened frequently, due to the extreme fineness of the wire leads. 
When, late in the term of 1 ne contract, a ruggedized yoke was 
obtained for tube testing, many problems were then attributable 
to shoulder base socket contact sparking as tney disappeared with 
the ruggedized yoke. 

3 o  Ima.'e Formation During Microphonic Testing 

In order to prevent relative motion of the tube and test 
pattern, a photographic film with the standard RTMA. test pattern 
was taped directly to the faceplate of the image orthicon. As this 
film was stretched taut, it was unable to move significantly relative 
to the tube"in'any test. 

4.  Definition of Amount of i.icrophonics 

Rather than attempting to quantitatively measure the amount 
of :.u.crophonics b._ calibrating an oscilloscope to measure the 
amplitude of the spurious signal, still photographs or ..lotion 
pictures wer' Laken of the image on the monitor while the tube 
was under vibration. Photo raphs, .'igurelV-19 , designate 
the amount oi uicrophonics whit . tu  termed 17, no threshold of micro- 
phonics, 18. significant amoun- jf oicrcphonics, 19 unusaole imugu. 
rhe reason for use of tuis type of test rather than the quantitative 
oscilloscope type was due to the difference in visual e feet of 
the same amplitude of spuriou- si ;nals. 

E.  Test Results 
I. Patches 

Patches are a r.icrotihonic sirtal which "-.ay annear on th« noni*or 
screen when an Image orthicon Is vibr-it»d in the Z direction at accelerations 
•1! '^'ci'i'i in environmental nr.ee. Hi] K5272A, Proc«! in the range from 
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60-100 cycles/second. Tney appear as small white areas with more or 
less well defined edges which cover several scanning lines. Because 
of the sequential nature of the scanning process in the monitor tube, 
this would seem to require than an electrical signal be generated within 
the camera tube or circuit at exactly 63 microsecond intervals to make 
up the parts of each "patch" which fall on successive scanning lines. 
Since this seemed too improbable, we concluded that the patches were 
"real" and that they were generated in some manner so that they could 
be scanned and imaged in the camera. Possible mechanisms would include 
the action of loose particles in the tube, perhaps very small glass 
chips, which might conceivable intercept the beam, land on the target or 
photocathode, or land on dynode #1 whose surface is scanned by the 
return beam.  If the particles touched the target, they might influence 
the charge pattern. 

To attempt to isolate the section of the tube where patches 
originate, we cut off the target, capped the lens, removed all voltages 
from the image section, even clipping the image section base pins to 
avoid contacts to the internal yoke wiring with no effect, except that 
some changes made the patches appear black instead of white. We tried 
disconnecting the dynode multipliers, one at a time, without result 
and tried overscanning the tube so that the return beam overscanned the 
first dynode and visualized the first pinwheel multiplier.  Patches 
appeared over the whole field of view including the pinwheel. We tried 
disconnecting the deflection coils, a pair at a time, and the alignment 
coils, but blobs of light still appeared on the monitor indicating 
patches. When the scanning beam is cut off, there are no patches. 

At the end of the contract, we had not discovered the mechanism 
of patches, but now lean toward the theory that they may be small 
particles intercepting the beam between the gun and the target.  If so, 
they should be eliminated by further work spent on getting proper stem 
seal fillets around the leads, or by other steps toward even greater 
cleanliness. 

It should oe emphasized here that patches are not a serious problem. 
Our target specification Mil E 5272A, Procedure 1, requires that the 
tube be vibrated in simple harmonic motion with a double amplitude of 
.030" from 5 to 10 cycles/second and then with a constant acceleration 
of 0.4G from 10 to 15 cycles/second, then with a constant .036" double 
amplitude to 74 cycles/second, then at a constant 10G acceleration to 
5 30 cycles/second. Patches occur primarily from 60-100 cycles/second 
at these specified amplitudes and accelerations. They are not visible 
at a constant 50 acceleration from 50-500 cycles/second, which exceeds 
the Mil E 5272A, Proc. 1 acceleration at 50 cycles.  It can be assumed 
that patches will not be significant if the acceleration is reduced 
slightly to say 7 or 8 Q in the range from 60-100 cycles/second. An image 
orthicon which will operate at 7 or DG acceleration is useful in many 
Air Force and military applications. 
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Note that the extensive treatment of patches in the quarterly 
reports on this contract were based on vibration data taken at .080" 
double amplitude .'rom 3 to 50 cps which is considerably more severe 
than Mil E 5272A, Proc. 1. 

2. Imaging Quality vs. T-M Spacing 

It has been shown earlier in this report, that the wider the 
target-to-mesh spacing, the better the microphonic performance. However, 
it is also shown that the image quality deteriorates as the spacing 
is increased. Two methods of increasing the spacing were tried.  In 
one method, the target maintained its standard position and the mesh 
was moved inside the target support cup toward the photocathode to 
distances up to 100 mils.  In the method termed "out spacing", the mesh 
maintains its norsnal position and the target is moved toward G5 up to 
100 or 150 mils. It was found that the optimum compromise between 
microphonic and resolution performance was obtained by a 100 mil spacing 
where the mesh and target were each moved 50 :.iils from their original 
position. This was easily accomplished without using any exteraneous 
magnetic material. The standard mesn support ring was used in an 
inverted position. A 50 ::iil spacer of tl  type mentioned before, called 
a "radiused" spacer, moved the target out its required distance. The 
standard clamping arrangement is used. 

3. Causes of Permanent Damage in Tubes 

The basic design worked out under this contract appears sound. 
Failure through permanent damage to non~microphonic tubes of this final 
design can be laid to one problem—particles. These particles varied 
from small glass chips all the way up to components shaken loose during 
vibration. Tubes In the latter class have been opened and the cause in 
all cases was found to be poor weld quality. Proper operator training 
and use of precision welders has eliminated this problem. The small 
glass chips resulted from cracking of the image stem lead fillets during 
vibration. The remedy here is improved stem fabrication methods. The 
fillet around the leads must have bhs proper re-entrant angle to allow 
motion of the lead during vibration without glass chips. 

4«  Perfor:aance Data on Recent Tubes 

During the first ten months of this phase of the contract, per- 
formanr  has been recorded by still photographs.  However, these 
photographs do not present an accurate portrayal of tube performance, 
due to the visual :f:>ot of transients which cannot be shown in any still 
representation. During the last two months of the contract, 16am movies 
have been taken of tubes at 5 and 10G acceleration in all three axes. 
W.iile these movies do not give a complete presentation of the microphonic 
data on a tube, they show what performance can oe expected from a given 
tube at a given level of acceleration at each frequency. Data was 
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taken from typical frames of this fila to illustrate what is 
meant oy  significant microphonics.  Graphs have been prepared 
of three recent non-:.dcrophonic tubes as compared to two 
standard Westinghousc factory shrinkage tubes.  These graphs 
show the acceleration level which produces microphonics termed 
significant and une level which ma.ces the Lube unusable at 10 
cycle intervals between 50 and 500 cycles.  There is a vide 
variation in performance from tuoe to tube.  This has been traced 
to variations in tar ;et and ...esh tensions.  It is shown by  these 
graphs that the frequency between 150 and 300 cycles is the worst 
area for both the standard and non-microphonic tubes. An average 
chart of 3 non-microphonic tubes shown an acceleration level for 
significant microphonics of 1&  as compared to 2G on the standard 
tube in this frequency ran0e. From 350 cycles to 500 cycles, the 
non-microphonic tube showed the significant microphonics acceleration 
level approaching 100 while the standard tube runs through many 
resonant points w;ierc the significant level drops below IG or within 
a few cycles rises to 5G's. 

In order to set a single figure of merit on the tube design, 
it is necessary to make a very rou,;n approximateon„ If the average 
value of accelerations for significant . .ieroohonies for all 
frcqucncl is from yu--}~)0  cycles were taken as this figure- of merit 
the value for a standard WostinähouSG jo20 linage orcliicon would 
lie between 2.5 and 2.75 G. .• or ...»„ non—oicrophonic We&tingh.ouse 
WX3oX, the same figure of merit would lie between 6 and o*5 G. 
We believe that this difference would be more substantial if the 
comparison we -e made between the WX 3604. and 5'20's made by  our 
competitors. Current field r< ports from :.;any television stations 
using both Wrstinghouse and competitors1 tubes indicate that the 
Standard commercial linage orthicon made by Westinghouso definitely 
displays superior performance while subject to vibration. 

F.  Conclusion 

A modification of the standard V.'estin^house image orthicon nas been 
cri ated which s IOVS si nificantly sup rior or-rfor:nanee under vibration. 
The des ig:", para::., t .'s of t .is -uje have been fairly well established. 
They are us follows:  L'hore are extra ceramics support rods and clamps 
wh /ever practical to make the clt-ctr-n gm and image structures rigid. 
There ar. bulo spacer springs waich effectively strengthen the cantilever 
mountir.^ of the image mount and gun assembly oulb spacer.  The T—l-i 
spacing has je^n incr^as J .o 100 mils, ay  improved hesi n the tar ;et 
tension las eecn inc.' asod 1) times and ^hc mesh tension nas been Increased 
25-50/b over prior practice.  The gun assv,...oiy is support i not only by 
the leads ana t i< bulb spacers, but also by  kovar buttons on the j'j 
electro ic s al .. .o the 0Iass wall. The dynodo structures of trie gun 
arc se:'ir ly mount ; with cera ic spacers tightly fitted oetwerr. the... 
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Use o:' precision w ldora bj iraincd operators assured consistent strength 
welds• Careful stem fabrication eliminatos feather edges which may 
result in loose ^lass particles in tho tuoe during vibration. As re- 
designed, the WX3604 linage orthicon is capable of satisfactory operation, 
under vibration at 4-5G acceleration from 50-500 cycles/second, at .J}6" 
double amplitude from 15-50 cycles/second, and at .00/0" double amplitude 
from 5-15 cycles/second. 

While tube design of /he WX3604 demonstrates significantly improved 
vibration performance, we uo not consider it the ultimate which could 
be reached. However, further investigation of high strength nigh tension 
mesh structures will probably make further improvements possible.  In 
our opinion, the present design approaches the limits of the improved 
performance possible using the standard gun and image structures. Other . 
improvements will necessitate radical modifications of the internal assembly 
of the tube such as use of integral target mesh assemblies. 

It should be noted that no testing of the tuoe was done with the 
faceplate down. The tuoe should still be operated in a position no*: 
axcooding 15° below the horizontal. It should also be noted that 
cine did not permit operation of tubes for long periods at vibration 
frequencies which produced resonances in the tuoe. 

In conclusion, the significant, progress made under this contract 
toward the design of a non-microphonic image orthicon suitable 'or use 
in aircraft should be emphasized.  In June 1955,tius phase of the contract 
started as a feasibility study to determine whether the image ore..icon 
could be made less microphonic«  3y June 19,6, when adequate vibration 
testing equipmi nt was r sceived to make this test, our objective was to 
come as close- as poscioie to meeting the conditions of Mil E 5272a, 
Proc. 1, a level of non-microphonic performance far in excess of the 
minimum required to make the irage orthicon useful in aircraft flight. 
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